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60 YEARS OF FRENCH CHARM & EXPERTISE

LIVE,  TRAVEL
AND RECONNECT
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In addition to the contractual 2-year warranty for your vehicle and the manufacturers’ warranties on original accessories installed during assembly, you enjoy a 5-year warranty on furniture frames and watertightness 
when you have your vehicle moisture-checked annually during the 4 years after it is fi rst registered. The warranties covering all accessories installed at the dealership are provided by the original manufacturers under 
their terms and conditions, through the dealer. The chassis warranty is provided by the chassis manufacturer.
Cost of transport is borne by the customer. Motorhomes, campervans and vans are designed for leisure use. Under no circumstances are they intended to be used as a permanent home.
Some models presented in this catalogue may be shown with optional equipment. Non-contractual photos: stylistic elements, décor and accessories not included. Since part of RAPIDO production is intended for export, 
the characteristics of the models may vary from one country to another; for an exact defi nition of the models marketed, we request you to consult your dealer. RAPIDO reserves the right to make modifi cations to its models 
without notice. Despite the care taken in the production of this catalogue, it cannot be taken as a contractual document. Your dealer will be happy to give you any further information you may require.

414 RUE DES PERROUINS - CS 20019 - 53101 MAYENNE CEDEX - FRANCE - TEL. : +33 2 43 30 10 70 - FAX : +33 2 43 30 10 71
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22*  See details per model in the technical guide. All mentioned options are included in the vehicle price 

for Right Hand Drive models. The weight of these options is detailled in the technical specifications, 
and not included in the GVW – it therefore must be deducted from the payload.

Especially for our customers in UK, Ireland and New Zealand we have created 
the most comprehensive equipment level ever, and combined it all into a new 
“Right Hand Drive special” pack*. 
It contains options improving your driving safety, as well as a great number 
of elements enhancing design and everyday comfort – we want to make sure 
that you really feel at home in your RAPIDO!

RAPIDO motorhomes of the 2022 collection based on RHD chassis 
come with particularly complete equipment, including (depending 
on the model)*:

S A F E T Y

 Traction+ with Hill Descent Control (FIAT)
 Fog lights
 Radio control on steering wheel
  Outside rear mirrors with double view (wide angle) (A-CLASS)

C O M F O R T

 Leather steering wheel and gear knob
 Carpet kit (cab and living area)
 Oven
 Truma Combi 6EH with CP PLUS (except ALDE)
 Folding table
 3 burner kitchen hob (except i10, C-Series)
 2nd living area battery
 Heated waste water tank
 Outside shower warm/cold water
 Rear steadies
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SERIE 
C

SERIE 
6F

SERIE 
8F**

SERIE 
80dF

SERIE 
DISTINCTION

SERIE 
M

Bonifacio -

Montréal

Milan

Toronto - - - - -

60 Edition -  666F, 696F -  8066dF, 8096dF  i66, i96 -

Austin

* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.
** 854F: BONIFACIO or MILAN only (rear living room: plain colour).

FA B R I C  U P H O L S T E R Y

T E P * U P H O L S T E R Y

L E AT H E R  U P H O L S T E R Y

 Available as standard  Available at additional cost - Not available

CUSHIONS TO MATCH 
YOUR FABRIC STYLE

A set of three cushions with 
individual patterns are great 
additions to your upholstery. 
They beautifully match 
your upholstery and enhance 
your interior.

U P H O L S T E RY
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Since designing the very fi rst RAPIDO motorhome, the Randonneur 
410, we have continued to perfect our models by paying close 
attention to our customers’ feedback and needs.

Our design teams have created a new crop of vehicles for 2022 
packed with new features. As you browse our catalogue, you will 
feel the winds of change blowing through RAPIDO.

However, the numerous improvements remain in line with our DNA: 
creating an unmatched warm atmosphere that has naturally been 
handed down to us through Constant Rousseau’s expertise as a 
craftsman, a cabinetmaker and the company’s founder in 1961, 
and guided by the unconditional love of a job well-done.

DEAR MOTORHOME ENTHUSIASTS,

RAPIDO:  SETTING 
THE STANDARD 

FOR 60 YEARS

Nicolas Rousseau
Managing Director
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60 years of history

60 EDITION anniversary series

Impressive exterior design

Enter another dimension

Focus on the living room and socialising

A restyled classic

RAPIDO’S PHILOSOPHY

2022 RANGE

LOW-PROFILE

What could be more exciting than starting to 
think about your next trip? 

Exploring new landscapes, sharing new 
experiences, embracing new cultures...

All this is possible with your RAPIDO motorhome! 

Check out our new catalogue and start 
dreaming of your next trip.

YO U R
N E X T  T R I P

S TA R T S  H E R E
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A-CLASS

STANDARD FITTINGS
All you need for the perfect trip

Base vehicle and safety

Life on board, Heating, Audio and Video

Furniture and upholstery
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6 0  Y E A R S 
O F  H I S T O R Y
When my father Constant Rousseau created his first 
recreational vehicle 60 years ago, he had only one goal: 
“To make something beautiful for everyone.” 

His cheeky, joyful ingenuity, elegant taste and generosity in his 
quest to “always improve” remain the blueprint for our creativity, 
French charm and savoir-faire.

Rapido draws its creative spirit from continuously improving our 
motorhomes. This allows us to constantly reinvent ourselves and 
means that we’re often a market forerunner.

You can see it in the pride each one of our employees takes in 
a job well done and through our use of high quality materials. 
This year, thanks to you, we are celebrating 60 years of the 
RAPIDO brand with you. To mark this occasion, we have created 
the 60 EDITION special edition.

Our history together goes beyond our models, encompassing 
our collaboration with our customers so you can experience 
wonderful journeys along roads and across landscapes 
aboard your RAPIDO motorhome.

Pierre Rousseau
President
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6 6 6 F  I  69 6 F
8 0 6 6 d F  I  8 0 9 6 d F  I i 6 6  I i 9 6

6 0  E D I T I O N 
A N N I V E R S A RY S E R I E S

N E W  F O R  2 0 2 2

With the 2022 Collection, RAPIDO is celebrating 60 years in the 
recreational vehicle sector. 

Six anniversary models have been created to mark this occasion. 
The 60 EDITION special edition series has been designed to offer 
even more standard fi ttings in RAPIDO’s high-end motorhomes. 

So whether aboard your vehicle or relaxing outside while 
parked, when you choose a 60 EDITION model you get a unique 
motorhome.

S I X  A N N I V E R SA R Y 
M O D E L S
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PAC K E D  W I T H  
F E AT U R E S

 Exclusive 60 EDITION exterior decor
 New matte black model branding
 16" light alloy FIAT rims
  TRUMA Combi 6 EH (gas and electricity) heating  
with CP PLUS control panel (except i66)
  iNet: remotely control your heating system
  Heating distributed via the living room table leg  
(80dF and DISTINCTION/except telescopic leg)
  Heated waste water tank
  Inbuilt vacuum cleaner
  New control panel (digital panel with large screen  
for DISTINCTION)

B R A N D  N E W  A N D  U N I Q U E

The 60 EDITION special edition series introduces 
completely new fittings designed to provide even 
greater onboard comfort. 

Just take a look at the inbuilt vacuum cleaner, which 
helps you keep your motorhome clean and ready to go.
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N E W  F O R  2 0 2 2
6 0  E D I T I O N  A N N I V E R S A R Y S E R I E S
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886F8096dF

U N I Q U E  U P H O L S T E R Y

Models in the special edition anniversary series have received 
special treatment and feature exclusive 60 EDITION upholstery. 
This high-end upholstery elegantly blends TEP* yokes with 
contrasting piping around the seat and backs. The matching stitching 
creates a beautiful effect. The leaf pattern on the seat back padding 
completes this brand new style. Lastly, three cushions in on-trend 
colours and materials add a modern touch to your interior to 
create a “home-like” living room.

C A R E F U L LY - BA L A N C E D 
D E S I G N

We have taken great care to balance the living space and the 
cab area. To achieve this inside the A-Class motorhomes, the cab 
bed bottom now has a brand new fi nish. Its locking mechanism 
is practical and discreet, with a simple handle. The overhead 
cupboard shape has been redesigned to perfectly blend with and 
continue on from the cab bed, revealing a modern and dynamic look. 

E XC L U S IVE
S T YL E

  60 EDITON TEP* upholstery
  60 EDITION living room cushions
  60 EDITION embroidered cab headrest covers
  Living room and bedroom indirect lighting dimmer
  Bedroom and living room skylights with backlit TEP*

fi nish
  Fabric fi nish on cab bed bottom and inbuilt spotlights 
with “Coming Home” mode (80dF and DISTINCTION)

  Cab bed style incorporated with the 
furniture range (80dF and DISTINCTION)

  Matte black overhead cupboard side panel and rack 
bottom (NACARAT 80dF)

  60 EDITION embroidery on living area doormat

* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.
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N E W  F O R  2 0 2 2
6 0  E D I T I O N  A N N I V E R S A R Y S E R I E S
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886F8096dF

R E D E S I G N E D 
BAT H R O O M

The bathroom design in the anniversary edition models is packed 
with new features. The new look is obvious from the fi rst glance. 
The colour combinations create a wonderful effect, blending 
traditional materials such as wood with more innovative ones 
such as the aluminium-style fi nish.

C O M B I N I N G 
T WO  A S P EC T S

The new shower/toilet room storage unit perfectly embodies 
RAPIDO’s philosophy: combining style and practicality. This new 
unit features two stylish mirror doors with a frosted logo, yet 
remains practical thanks to its generous storage capacity.

E XC L U S IVE 
F I T T I N G S

  Washroom storage unit with two mirror doors 
and frosted RAPIDO logo
  Matte white washroom unit door with push-lock system
  Laminate basin countertop fi nish with aluminium-style 
fi nish
  Magnetic shower door latches 
with matte black edge
  Shower column with backlit fi nish and aluminium-style 
fi nish
  Black shower tray
  Teak-style shower duckboard
  Washroom with boat deck-type wall covering
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N E W 
R E A R  PA N E L

Driving takes on a new meaning aboard your DISTINCTION*. Be 
swept away by the elegant shape of the new rear panel. Inspired by 
luxury cars, it will make you stand out on the road with its fl owing 
lines and crafted shape.

U T T E R LY 
D I F F E R E N T !

At fi rst glance, it is easy to see the changes. The rear panel features 
a dynamic, elegant shape. The new pillars house polyurethane 
taillight units with two-tone lenses, inbuilt logo and carbon-inspired 
branding. They perfectly match the new rear bumper specially 
designed for this restyling.

S T Y L E 
T H AT D E L I V E R S  C O M FO R T

Here at RAPIDO, we strive to achieve both style and practicality. 
Our new rear spoiler features a third brake light for completeness. 
And it also has inbuilt space and wiring for a reversing camera.

I M P R E S S I V E 
E X T E R I O R 
D E S I G N

* Except i1066 and i1090.

D I S T I N C T I O N * S E R I E S
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886FC50
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886FC86

S E R I E S  C

The models in Series C are agile and versatile, so you can explore new 
horizons and enjoy your motorhome without compromising on comfort. 
Featuring all the fi ttings you need, Series C will impress you with its 
compact size and 2.17 metre exterior width. Series C expands your 
horizons!

G R E AT L O O KS !

The SKYVIEW panoramic roof gives Series C a stylish, modern 
exterior look. Everything matches beautifully: fl owing lines and great 
aesthetics outside and a light-fi lled cab inside. The rear panel perfectly 
matches the aluminium skirt line. And to complete this masterpiece, 
Series C features exclusive exterior decor.

A S U P E R - C H A R G E D  S E R I E S

RAPIDO has developed a brand new model for the 2022 
Collection: the C50. This compact low-profi le motorhome is only 
6.59 m in length, making it the shortest central bed model 
in the RAPIDO Collection! Yet it still offers onboard comfort 
worthy of the biggest models: 190 cm-long central bed, living room 
with L-shaped bench seat, pass-through storage area and more.

E N T E R 
A N O T H E R 
D I M E N S I O N

S E R I E S  C
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C O M PAC T Y E T G E N E R O U S

At only 6.70 m long, the new 854F successfully combines a compact 
size with a large rear living room. This model’s layout has been designed 
to offer you a brand new travel experience. To optimise its space, 
this model features DUO’SPACE in the bathroom so you can enjoy a 
functional room that alternates between toilet and spacious shower, 
without impinging on your living spaces.

FO C U S  O N  T H E  L IVI N G  R O O M

The 854F boasts a large rear living room with settee and can 
hold up to seven people. This means you can comfortably 
gather around the table to enjoy a good meal. The 854F also 
offers great storage. It features an XXL wardrobe with shelves inside 
the cupboards, a full-height hanging rail and a backlit wine rack.

FO O D I E S  W I L L  L OV E  T H I S

Take your time when travelling! It’s a chance to explore farmers’ 
markets in search of the best fresh produce, and take your time 
preparing delicious food while enjoying the sea view! This dream can 
now become reality thanks to the new kitchen designed exclusively 
for the 854F. Its generous worktop provides all the space you need 
while preparing your dishes. And the wire basket is ideal for storing 
all your supplies and other items. The raised kitchen bar beside the 
large living room adds a fi nishing touch to this unique model.

F O C U S  O N  T H E 
L I V I N G  R O O M 
A N D 
S O C I A L I S I N G

S E R I E S  8 F
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854F
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855F

A N E W  A R R I VA L

The launch of the 855F shines the spotlight on Series 8F in the 2022 
Collection. This model only measures 6.79 m long but contains all 
the comfort you need to enjoy great journeys.

S L E E P  S O U N D LY

Another enjoyably full day comes to an end. You have earned a good 
night’s sleep. So relax into the comfort of your RAPIDO bedroom. 
The 855F’s twin beds are both generously sized: one measures
85 x 194 cm and the other 85 x 204 cm. They can also convert to a 
full-width double bed. The mattresses feature BULTEX® foam and sit 
on an aluminium bed frame with active multilayer slat base.

C O M FO R TA B L E , 
O P T I M I S E D  S PAC E S

RAPIDO has installed its DUO’SPACE with a swivelling partition in the 
bathroom to optimise the spaces without compromising on comfort. 
The partition hides the toilet area when revealing the shower area.

A R E S T Y L E D 
C L A S S I C

S E R I E S  8 F
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 SERIE C  SERIE 6F*  SERIE 8F  SERIE 80dF  SERIE DISTINCTION  SERIE M

C50  6,59 m   20
22C50  6,59 m   22 656F  6,79 m   886F 7,20 m  7,20 m 8086dF  7,20 m   i96  7,54 m   20

22      M96  7,54 m      

C86  6,99 m     6,99 m   686F  7,20 m   896F  7,49 m   8096dF  7,49 m   20
22        i190  7,99 m       

696F  7,49 m   20
2222 i1090  8,79 m       

C55 6,72 m    6,72 m   665F  7,49 m       855F  6,79 m   20
22  6,79 m 22 8065dF  7,49 m      i66  7,54 m   20

22      M66  7,54 m      

666F  7,49 m   20
22    22    866F  7,49 m   8066dF  7,49 m   20

22        i1066  8,79 m       

C56  5,99 m   C56  5,99 m   854F  6,70 m   20
22  6,70 m 22

L OW - P R O F I L E

* Drop-down bed available as an option on all Series 6F models.

WHEN CHOOSING 
YOUR RAPIDO,
FIRST SELECT 
YOUR LAYOUT

COMPACT LOW-PROFILE MODELS 
WITH SPECIAL FIAT CHASSIS

LOW-PROFILE MODELS WITH SPECIAL 
FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR 
TRACK

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT CHASSIS 
& EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS, 
EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK & STORAGE DOUBLE 
FLOOR

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS, 
EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK & STORAGE DOUBLE 
FLOOR

A-CLASS MODELS WITH MERCEDES AL-KO 
CHASSIS, EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK & STORAGE 
DOUBLE FLOOR

ELECTRIC HEIGHT-
ADJUSTABLE CENTRAL 
BED WITH LARGE STORAGE 
AREA/GARAGE

Not available 
on C56 or 656F

  

TWIN BEDS

CORNER DOUBLE BED

MAIN DROP-DOWN 
CAB BED

ALDE AS STANDARD
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 SERIE C  SERIE 6F*  SERIE 8F  SERIE 80dF  SERIE DISTINCTION  SERIE M

C50  6,59 m   20
22 656F  6,79 m   886F 7,20 m 8086dF  7,20 m     7,20 m   i96  7,54 m   20

22        7,54 m   22 M96  7,54 m      

C86  6,99 m   686F  7,20 m   896F  7,49 m   8096dF  7,49 m   20
22          7,49 m   22 i190  7,99 m       

696F  7,49 m   20
22 i1090  8,79 m       

C55 6,72 m   665F  7,49 m       855F  6,79 m   20
22 8065dF  7,49 m      i66  7,54 m   20

22        7,54 m   22 M66  7,54 m      

666F  7,49 m   20
22    866F  7,49 m   8066dF  7,49 m   20

22        22 i1066  8,79 m       

C56  5,99 m   854F  6,70 m   20
22

A - C L AS S  M O D E L S

COMPACT LOW-PROFILE MODELS 
WITH SPECIAL FIAT CHASSIS

LOW-PROFILE MODELS WITH SPECIAL 
FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR 
TRACK

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT CHASSIS 
& EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS, 
EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK & STORAGE DOUBLE 
FLOOR

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS, 
EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK & STORAGE DOUBLE 
FLOOR

A-CLASS MODELS WITH MERCEDES AL-KO 
CHASSIS, EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK & STORAGE 
DOUBLE FLOOR

ELECTRIC HEIGHT-
ADJUSTABLE CENTRAL 
BED WITH LARGE STORAGE 
AREA/GARAGE

Not available 
on C56 or 656F

  

TWIN BEDS

CORNER DOUBLE BED

MAIN DROP-DOWN 
CAB BED

ALDE AS STANDARD

ALDE AS OPTION

ALDE AS STANDARD

ALDE AS STANDARD

ALDE AS STANDARD

ALDE AS OPTION

ALDE AS OPTION ALDE AS OPTION

ALDE AS STANDARD

ALDE AS OPTION
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E N T E R

A N O T H E R 
D I M E N S I O N
Travel takes on a whole new dimension with C 
Series. Featuring compact exterior dimensions, 
the four C Series models take you on new 
adventures.

These manoeuverable, agile models get you 
closer to your destination. Inside is all the comfort 
you would expect from RAPIDO low-profile 
models, with extra light introduced through the 
SKYVIEW panoramic roof.
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5,99 m x 2,17 m

6,72 m x 2,17 m

C55

2+2*

2+2*

2+1

2+1

5

5

20
22

6,59 m x 2,17 m

22C50

120 cm

C56

2+2* 2+15

DUO’SPACE

DUO’SPACE

COMPACT LOW-PROFILE MODELS WITH SPECIAL FIAT CHASSIS

NEW

High
beds

* Seats with seat belts: for registered (driving) seats, please refer to the technical manual available on our website.
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6,99 m x 2,17 m

C86

2+2* 2+14

SE
R

IE
 C

SKYVIEW PANORAMIC ROOF

Cab with wraparound windscreen and furniture continuity.
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S TA N DA R D  F I T T I N G S

CONSTRUCTION
  100% shock absorption polyester: roof, 
side walls and underfloor protection
  Floor bodywork in polyurethane 
  Styrofoam® insulation

BODYWORK AND OPENINGS
  SKYVIEW panoramic roof: 

 - Stylish, modern look
 -  Laminated glass with UV coating  

and inbuilt blackout blind
 - Cab with wraparound windscreen
 - SKYVIEW heating duct
  Large longitudinal living room skylight
  Designer rear pillars  
with inbuilt tail light unit
  Rear bumper with LED lights
  Inbuilt wiring/space for reversing 
camera
  Aluminium side skirt line
  Exclusive exterior decor
  Glossy black grille
  Double glazed living area windows with 
polyurethane frame, and cassette blinds 
and flyscreen
  Electric living area entry step

HEATING
  Combi DIESEL heating  
with CP PLUS control panel

STORAGE
 Heated garage/storage area
 Storage area LED ceiling light rail

STYLE
 BELLAGIO furniture:

 -  Matte overhead cupboard doors 
(option of glossy)

 -  Dark laminate surface on  
kitchen worktop and living room table

 NACARAT furniture:
 -  Glossy white  

overhead cupboard doors
 -  Light mineral laminate surface  

on kitchen worktop  
and living room table

 Horizontal wood grain
  Push lock on overhead cupboard  
doors
  100% LED ambient lighting in living 
room, kitchen and bedroom

WASHROOM
  New shower laminate pattern
  DUO’SPACE: washroom with swivelling 
partition to optimise space  
(C50 and C55)
  Teak-style shower duckboard  
(except C86)
  Thermoformed rectangular basin with 
brass mixer tap and ceramic cartridge 
(C86)
  Shower column with slate grey  
Plexiglas finish
  Skylight with blackout blind and 
flyscreen, and clothes drying rack
  Chrome finish bathroom accessories
  Quick-clean thermoformed cassette 
toilet compartment (except C56)

BEDROOM
  Wall-mounted wardrobes with curved 
door and push lock system  
(C50 and C86)
  Stylish bedside tables with open 
alcoves, USB ports and 12 V plugs  
(C50 and C86)
  Backlit overhead cupboards  
(C50 and C86)
 Fabric-covered backlit headboard
  Permanent bed with aluminium base 
frame and active multilayer slats,  
with highly durable BULTEX®  
foam mattress
  Base lifts up from footboard  
for storage access (C50, C55 and C86)
 Retractable central bed base (C86)
  Footboard bed extension (C56)
  Second TV space in bedroom  
with 12V/coaxial/HDMI wiring  
(C50, C55 and C86)

LIVING ROOM
  Height-adjustable headrests  
(forward-facing bench seat)
  Forward-facing conversion  
of face-to-face living room bench seats
 Living room bench seat armrest (C86)
  Open unit to fit 22" flat screen TV (C86)
  Laminated table with solid wood 
moulding (NACARAT) or 3D DUO veneer 
edges (BELLAGIO)
  Spotlight base under overhead 
cupboards with inbuilt USB port  
and dimmer
  Magnetic bench seat backs  
for a faster forward-facing  
conversion (C86)
  Living room converts to single 
occasional berth

KITCHEN
  Glossy white drawer fronts  
with inbuilt matte black handles
  Soft-closing drawers with electric 
central locking
 Lighting under the worktop
  Glossy white Plexiglas finish on kitchen 
window with inbuilt spice rack  
and 230 V and 12 V power outlet 
compartment
  Worktop extension on kitchen unit side 
 Compressor refrigerator
  Overhanging 2-hob screen-printed  
glass camping stove with glass cover
  Inbuilt cooker hood  
with LED lighting
  Chromed brass kitchen tap  
with ceramic cartridge (C86)
 Sliding storage (C56)

* Embossing on leather upholstery.

COMPACT LOW-PROFILE MODELS WITH SPECIAL FIAT CHASSIS

For the complete list of equipment, please 
refer to the technical manual available on 
our website.
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BASE VEHICLE FITTINGS
  Electric power steering
  Central locking on cab and living area doors
  “Coming home” mode with automatic awning light

CAB FITTINGS
  Cup holders
  Cab doors with electric windows
  TOUCH reading spotlight in cab
  Easy-clean fl ooring for cab/living area connection
  Embroidered* cab headrest covers

BED CONVERSION

AN EXTRA SEAT

Quickly convert your living room into an extra single bed so three people can sleep 
in your vehicle.

Guests visiting? 
Pull out the foldaway seat to increase the number of places at your table 
to fi ve (C55 and C56; fi xed seat on C50).

S E L E C T 
PAC K

FOR EVEN MORE 
FITTINGS

( O P T I O N A L  E X T R A )

   Reversing camera with night vision

  DAB ALPINE® multimedia system 
with 6.9" screen and APPLE CAR PLAY/
ANDROID AUTO functions

  ESC with Anti Slip Regulation (ASR), Roll 
Over Mitigation (ROM), Hill Holder, cross 
wind assist, towing stability control and 
automatic post-collision braking

  Electric de-frosting wing mirrors

  Height-adjustable cab seats

  Dual-pleat thermal windscreen 
and cab window roller blinds 

  Living area door with 2-point locking 
and fi xed window

  Living area door fl yscreen

  2nd remote keyless entry control (RKE)

  Second living-area battery
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E N J OY F R E E D O M 
A N Y W H E R E ,  A N Y T I M E

The compact C Series opens up even more travel opportunities. 
Enjoy the freedom that the C Series gives you to explore new 
horizons.
And it comes packed with standard fi ttings so you can travel 
with complete freedom.

C O M P R E H E N S I V E  R A N G E

C Series offers a choice between four different layouts: corner 
double bed, twin beds and two central bed layouts. With lengths 
stretching from 5.99 m to 6.99 m, you are sure to fi nd the right 
model for you.
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W E L L - B E I N G
S TA R T S  H E R E

Series 6F embodies RAPIDO's know-how and 
love of beautiful fi nishes - down to the smallest 
detail.
This series is generously equipped with standard 
fi ttings, and features redesigned living spaces 
fl ooded with light.

Outside, you can enjoy a stylish motorhome with 
low-profi le hood and modern exterior decor.
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7,49 m x 2,35 m

7,49 m x 2,35 m

665F

2+3*

2+2*

2+ 1
  2+2+ 1**

2+ 1
    2+2**

5

4
6,79 m x 2,35 m

656F

80 cm

120 cm

666F

2+2*
2+ 1

    2+2**5
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LOW-PROFILE MODELS WITH SPECIAL FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK

* Seats with seat belts: for registered (driving) seats, please refer to the technical manual available on our website.
** With drop-down bed option.

Low
beds

High
beds

ALDE
as standard

NEW
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7,20 m x 2,35 m

7,49 m x 2,35 m

686F

696F

2+2*

2+2*

2+ 1
    2+2**

2+ 1
    2+2**
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XL

XXL

NEW

FORWARD-FACING CONVERSION

Simple and easy to do, this conversion requires no additional 
items. Enjoy the bonus of additional storage space in the living 
room bench seats.
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S TA N DA R D  F I T T I N G S

CONSTRUCTION
  100% shock absorption polyester: roof, 
side walls and underfl oor protection

  Floor bodywork in polyurethane 
  Styrofoam® insulation

BODYWORK AND OPENINGS
  Stylish low-profi le hood
  Opening panoramic roof
  Large longitudinal living room skylight
  Designer rear pillars with inbuilt tail 
light unit

  Rear bumper with LED lights
  Inbuilt wiring/space for reversing 
camera

  Glossy black grille
  Double glazed living area windows with 
polyurethane frame, and cassette blinds 
and fl yscreen

  Large living area door: 540 mm 
(models ≥ 7.49 m)

HEATING
  ALDE Arctic Comfort Plus heating 
(665F)
  TRUMA Combi 4 heating with CP PLUS 
control panel (656F and 686F)
  TRUMA Combi 6 EH 
(gas and electricity) heating with CP 
PLUS control panel 
(666F and 696F)
  iNet: remotely control your heating 
system (665F, 666F and 696F)

  Anti-crash system so you can drive 
with the gas heating on

STORAGE
  Heated garage/storage area
  Storage area LED ceiling light rail

KITCHEN
  Glossy white drawer fronts 
with inbuilt matte black handles
  Soft-closing drawers with electric 
central locking
  Lighting under the worktop
  Glossy white Plexiglas fi nish on kitchen 
window with inbuilt spice rack 
and 230 V and 12 V power outlet 
compartment
  Worktop extension on kitchen unit side 
(except 665F)
  Removable serving hatch shelf (665F)
  Large 145-litre AES fridge 
(686F and 656F: 135-litre)
  Embossed stainless steel stove top 
with 2 hobs, independent black covers 
and piezo ignition (option 3 hobs)
  Inbuilt cooker hood with LED lighting
  Chromed brass kitchen tap with 
ceramic cartridge

WASHROOM
  New shower laminate pattern
  Thermoformed rectangular basin with 
brass mixer tap and ceramic cartridge 
(except 656F)
  Shower column with slate grey Plexiglas 
fi nish (656F, 665F, 686F)
  Skylight with blackout blind and 
fl yscreen, and clothes drying rack
  Chrome fi nish bathroom accessories
  Quick-clean thermoformed cassette 
toilet compartment (except 656F 
and 665F)

BEDROOM
  Wall-mounted wardrobes with curved 
door and push lock system 
(686F and 696F)
  Stylish bedside tables with open 
alcoves, USB ports and 12 V plugs 
(686F and 696F)
  Backlit overhead cupboards 
(686F and 696F)
  Fabric-covered backlit headboard
  Permanent bed with aluminium base 
frame and active multilayer slats, with 
highly durable BULTEX® foam mattress
  Retractable central bed base 
(686F and 696F)
  Storage drawer at the foot 
of central bed (686F and 696F)
  Second TV space in bedroom 
with 12V/coaxial/HDMI pre-wiring

STYLE
  BELLAGIO furniture:

  -  Matte overhead cupboard doors 
(option of glossy)

 -  Dark laminate surface on 
kitchen worktop and living room table

  NACARAT furniture:
 -  Glossy white overhead cupboard 

doors
 -  Light mineral laminate surface 

on kitchen worktop and living room 
table

  Horizontal wood grain
  Push lock on overhead cupboard 
doors
  LED backlit racks in living room
  TEP* cab edging strip with RAPIDO 
embroidery and double stitching
  100% LED ambient lighting in living 
room, kitchen and bedroom

LIVING ROOM
  Height-adjustable headrests 
(forward-facing bench seat)
  Forward-facing conversion of 
face-to-face living room bench seats
  Living room bench seat armrest
  Easy movement around the living room 
(no raised fl oor)
  Open unit to fi t 22" fl at screen TV
  Laminated table with solid wood 
moulding (NACARAT) or 3D DUO veneer 
edges (BELLAGIO)
  Spotlight base under overhead 
cupboards with inbuilt USB port 
and dimmer
  Magnetic bench seat backs 
for a faster forward-facing conversion

* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.
** Embossing on leather upholstery.

FINISH UNDER DROP-DOWN BED WITH DIRECT AND INDIRECT LIGHTING

LOW-PROFILE MODELS WITH SPECIAL FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK

For the complete list of equipment, please 
refer to the technical manual available on 
our website.
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BASE VEHICLE FITTINGS
  Electric power steering
 Central locking on cab and living area doors
  “Coming home” mode with automatic awning light

CAB FITTINGS
  Cup holders
 Cab doors with electric windows
 TOUCH reading spotlight in cab
 Easy-clean fl ooring for cab/living area connection
 Embroidered** cab headrest covers

  Finish under drop-down bed with direct and indirect lighting
  Incorporated with the living area style
  Privacy curtain
  Storage net
  Slat base and BULTEX® foam mattress
  Height under drop-down bed: 1.93 m
  65 cm to 85 cm clearance between the top of the mattress and the ceiling

S E L E C T 
PAC K

FOR EVEN MORE 
FITTINGS

( O P T I O N A L  E X T R A )

   Reversing camera with night vision

  DAB ALPINE® multimedia system 
with 6.9" screen and APPLE CAR PLAY/
ANDROID AUTO functions

  ESC with Anti Slip Regulation (ASR), 
Roll Over Mitigation (ROM), Hill Holder, 
cross wind assist, towing stability control 
and automatic post-collision braking

   Electric de-frosting 
wing mirrors

   Height-adjustable cab seats

   Dual-pleat thermal windscreen and cab 
window roller blinds

   Living area door with 2-point locking, 
fi xed window and inbuilt bin

   Living area door fl yscreen

   Automatic gas inverter

   2nd remote keyless entry control (RKE)

The 666F and 696F models feature a higher level of fi ttings 
reserved for the 60 EDITION special edition series.
Refer to pages 8-13 of this catalogue to fi nd out more.

ELECTRIC DROP-DOWN BED AVAILABLE 
AS AN OPTION ON ALL MODELS
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E N J OY A N  E XC L U S I V E 
E X P E R I E N C E  W I T H  O U R 
T WO  6 0  E D I T I O N  M O D E L S

Looking for an exclusive model? 
Choose from our two 60 EDITION special edition models: 666F 
and 696F. These models give you access to an exclusive range of 
fi ttings. As a bonus, you can get an unrivalled look by choosing a 
Lanzarote Grey colour for the cab (60 EDITION option).

W I T H  O R  W I T H O U T 
D R O P - D O W N  B E D

Confi gure your Series 6F however you like.
The electric drop-down double bed is available as an option for 
all models. This gives you four berths in your vehicle (up to fi ve 
berths in the 665F).

I N D I V I D U A L I T Y

The low-profi le hood on Series 6F models gives them a modern, 
fl owing shape.
A logo tiara with chrome RAPIDO lettering sits atop. The pillars 
have been specially designed to perfectly match this low-profi le 
hood.
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F R E N C H  C H A R M 
I N  A M OTO R H O M E

With Series 8F, the art of living has never been 
so alluring. In this series, you can enjoy one of 
our RAPIDO A-Class models.

Get ready to be charmed by a motorhome where 
the chic interior joins the stylish look enhanced 
by the curvy front.
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7,49 m x 2,35 m

6,79 m x 2,35 m

22855F

2+2*

2+2*

2+2
2***

2+2
  2+2+2**

5

7
6,70 m x 2,35 m

854F

126 cm

866F

2+2*
2+2

    2+ 1***5
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NEW

NEW

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK

* Seats with seat belts: for registered (driving) seats, please refer to the technical manual available on our website.
** With drop-down bed option.
*** With option of no cab bed.

High
beds
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7,20 m x 2,35 m

7,49 m x 2,35 m

886F

896F

2+2*

2+2*

2+2
    2+ 1***

2+2
    2+ 1***

4

5

XL

XXL
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EXTERNAL SLIDING STORAGE DRAWER

With key lock. Exclusive option for Series 8F.
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S TA N DA R D  F I T T I N G S

CONSTRUCTION
  100% shock absorption polyester: roof, 
side walls and underfloor protection
  Floor bodywork in polyurethane 
  Styrofoam® insulation

BODYWORK AND OPENINGS
  Streamlined front with LED  
day running lights
  Panoramic wide-angle windscreen
  Large longitudinal living room skylight
  Designer rear pillars with inbuilt tail 
light unit
  Rear bumper with LED lights
  Inbuilt wiring/space for reversing 
camera
  Double glazed living area windows with 
polyurethane frame, and cassette blinds 
and flyscreen
  Electric living area entry step
  Large living area door: 540 mm  
(models ≥ 7.49 m)

HEATING
  TRUMA Combi 6 heating with CP PLUS 
control panel
  Anti-crash system so you can drive  
with the gas heating on
  Heated waste water tank

STORAGE
  Internal underfloor storage 
compartments (except 854F)
  Heated garage/storage area
  Storage area LED ceiling light rail

STYLE
  BELLAGIO furniture:

  -  Matte overhead cupboard doors 
(option of glossy)

  -  Dark laminate surface on  
kitchen worktop  and living room table

  NACARAT furniture:
 -  Glossy white overhead cupboard 

doors
 -  Light mineral laminate surface on 

kitchen worktop and living room table
  Horizontal wood grain
  Push lock on overhead cupboard doors
  LED backlit racks in living room
  Cab bed bottom with stitched TEP* 
design and LED lights

  100% LED ambient lighting in living 
room, kitchen and bedroom

WASHROOM
  New shower laminate pattern
  DUO’SPACE: washroom with swivelling 
partition to optimise space  
(854F and 855F)
  Thermoformed rectangular basin with 
brass mixer tap and ceramic cartridge 
(866F, 886F and 896F)
  Shower column with slate grey Plexiglas 
finish
  Skylight with blackout blind and 
flyscreen, and clothes drying rack
  Chrome finish bathroom accessories
  Quick-clean thermoformed cassette 
toilet compartment

BEDROOM
  Wall-mounted wardrobes with curved 
door and push lock system  
(886F and 896F)
  Stylish bedside tables with open 
alcoves, USB ports and 12 V plugs  
(886F and 896F)
  Backlit overhead cupboards  
(886F and 896F)
  Fabric-covered backlit headboard
  Permanent bed with aluminium base 
frame and active multilayer slats, with 
highly durable BULTEX® foam mattress
  Retractable central bed base  
(886F and 896F)
  Second TV space in bedroom  
with 12V/coaxial/HDMI pre-wiring

LIVING ROOM
  Forward-facing conversion of  
face-to-face living room bench seats
  Living room bench seat armrests
  Easy movement around the living room  
(no raised floor)
  Open unit to fit 22" flat screen TV
  Laminated table with solid wood 
moulding (NACARAT) or 3D DUO veneer 
edges (BELLAGIO)
  Spotlight base under overhead 
cupboards with inbuilt USB port  
and dimmer
  Magnetic bench seat backs for a faster 
forward-facing conversion

KITCHEN
  Glossy white drawer fronts  
with inbuilt matte black handles
  Electric central locking drawers
  Lighting under the worktop
  Glossy white Plexiglas finish on kitchen 
window with inbuilt spice rack  
and 230 V and 12 V power outlet 
compartment
  Worktop extension on kitchen unit side 
  Large AES refrigerator
    Refrigerator with flat double hinge  
door (left or right opening) (855F)
  Embossed stainless steel stove top  
with 2 hobs, independent black covers  
and piezo ignition (option 3 hobs)
  Inbuilt cooker hood with LED lighting
  Chromed brass kitchen tap with 
ceramic cartridge

INTERNAL STORAGE COMPARTMENT
Living room hatch for accessing the storage space from the interior (except 854F).

* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.
** Embossing on leather upholstery.

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK

For the complete list of equipment, please 
refer to the technical manual available on 
our website.
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BASE VEHICLE FITTINGS
 Electric power steering
 Coach-style wing mirrors in white
 Central locking on driver’s and living area doors
  “Coming-home” mode with automatic awning light and electric entry 
step

CAB FITTINGS
  Assisted foldaway cab bed with slat base and BULTEX® foam mattress
Central locking on cab bed
Cup holders
Driver’s door with electric window
Embroidered** cab headrest covers

DUAL-PLEAT THERMAL SLIDING 
WINDSCREEN BLIND
SELECT PACK

Up/down (sunshade)

Down/up (privacy screen)

S E L E C T 
PAC K

FOR EVEN MORE 
FITTINGS

( O P T I O N A L  E X T R A )

   Reversing camera with night vision

  DAB ALPINE® multimedia system with 6.9" 
screen and APPLE CAR PLAY/ANDROID 
AUTO functions

  ESC with Anti Slip Regulation (ASR), 
Roll Over Mitigation (ROM), Hill Holder, 
cross wind assist, towing stability control 
and automatic post-collision braking

  Electric de-frosting wing mirrors

  Height-adjustable cab seats

  Dual-pleat thermal sliding windscreen blind: 
up/down (sunshade) 
and down/up (privacy screen) 

  Driver’s door with 2-point locking

  Living area door with 2-point locking, 
fi xed window and inbuilt bin

  Living area door fl yscreen

  Automatic gas inverter

 2nd remote keyless entry control (RKE)
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N E W  8 5 4 F

One exciting new product in the 2022 RAPIDO catalogue is the 
854F. 
What does it offer? A large rear living room for up to 7 people, a 
redesigned kitchen and a DUO’SPACE bathroom for optimised 
space!

N E W  8 5 5 F

The 855F reinvents the traditional twin bed layout in an 
under-7 metre model.
Its compact nature does not impinge on the living spaces and 
even boasts twin beds up to 204 cm long.
The DUO’SPACE bathroom, cleverly tucked away behind the living 
room, is a smart solution for dividing the spaces.
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S TO R AG E  D O U B L E  F L O O R 
A N D  A L - KO  C H A S S I S :

A WINNING COMBINATION
The RAPIDO pass-through storage double fl oor 
is innovative with its external access and wide 
openings which enable you to store a folding 
table and chairs. It also boasts all the advantages 
of a technical double fl oor including an insulated 

fresh water tank, which optimises the interior 
layout and provides a generous amount of living 
space. The fl at fl oor throughout the vehicle boosts 
this feeling of spaciousness.
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7,20 m x 2,35 m

7,49 m x 2,35 m

228066dF

2+2*

2+2*

2+2
  2+1**

2+2
  2+1**

5

5

7,49 m x 2,35 m

8065dF

93 cm

119 cm

8086dF

2+2*
2+2

  2+1**4
XL

NEW

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS, EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK & STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

* Seats with seat belts: for registered (driving) seats, please refer to the technical manual available on our website.
** With option of no cab bed.

Low
beds

High
beds

ALDE
as standard

ALDE 
as option
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2+2
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NEW

STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

ALDE 
as option
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S TA N DA R D  F I T T I N G S

CONSTRUCTION
  100% shock absorption polyester: roof, 
side walls and underfloor protection
  Floor bodywork in polyurethane 
  Storage area in robust polyurethane
  AL-KO chassis with independent 
suspension
  Styrofoam® insulation

BODYWORK AND OPENINGS
  Streamlined front with LED  
day running lights
  Panoramic wide-angle windscreen
  Large longitudinal living room skylight
  Designer rear pillars with inbuilt tail 
light unit
  Rear bumper with LED lights
  Inbuilt wiring/space for reversing 
camera
  Chrome strip
  Double glazed living area windows with 
polyurethane frame, and cassette blinds 
and flyscreen
  Electric living area entry step
  Living area entry step backlighting 
turns on when door opens
  Large living area door: 540 mm  
(models ≥ 7.49 m)
  Storage area hatch struts
  Storage area compression handles flush 
with hatch, with 2-point locking

HEATING
  ALDE Arctic Comfort Plus heating  
(option on 8066dF and 8096dF;  
standard on 8065dF)
  TRUMA Combi 6 heating with CP PLUS 
control panel (8086dF; 6 EH in 8066dF 
and 8096dF)
  Heating distributed via the living room 
table leg (8065dF, 8066dF, 8086dF  
and 8096dF except telescopic leg)
  iNet: remotely control your heating 
system (8066dF and 8096dF)
  TRUMA windscreen heating duct  
to remove condensation  
(not compatible with WEBASTO)
  Anti-crash system so you can drive 
 with the gas heating on

STORAGE
  Full-width storage double floor  
with internal and external access
  Heated, lit double floor
  Heated garage/storage area

KITCHEN
  Glossy white drawer fronts  
with inbuilt matte black handles
  Soft-closing drawers with electric 
central locking
  Lighting under the worktop
  Glossy white Plexiglas finish on kitchen 
window with inbuilt spice rack  
and 230 V and 12 V power outlet 
compartment
  Worktop extension on kitchen unit side 
  Deep 156-litre fridge with flat door 
(135-litre for 8086dF)
  Embossed stainless steel stove top  
with 2 hobs, independent black covers  
and piezo ignition (option 3 hobs)
  Inbuilt cooker hood with LED lighting
  Chromed brass kitchen tap  
with ceramic cartridge

WASHROOM
  New shower laminate pattern
  Thermoformed rectangular basin with 
brass mixer tap and ceramic cartridge
  Shower column with slate grey Plexiglas 
finish (8065dF, 8086dF)
  Skylight with blackout blind  
and flyscreen, and clothes drying rack
  Chrome finish bathroom accessories
  Quick-clean thermoformed cassette 
toilet compartment (except 8065dF)

BEDROOM
  Wall-mounted wardrobes with curved 
door and push lock system  
(8086dF and 8096dF)
  Stylish bedside tables with open 
alcoves, USB ports and 12 V plugs  
(8086dF and 8096dF)
  Backlighting on overhead cupboards 
and wall-mounted wardrobes  
(8086dF and 8096dF)
  Fabric-covered backlit headboard
  Permanent bed with aluminium base 
frame and active multilayer slats, with 
highly durable BULTEX® foam mattress
  Retractable central bed base
  Storage drawer at the foot of central 
bed
  Second TV space in bedroom  
with 12V/coaxial/HDMI pre-wiring

STYLE
 BELLAGIO furniture:

 -  Matte overhead cupboard doors 
(option of glossy)

 -  Dark laminate surface on kitchen 
worktop and living room table

 NACARAT furniture:
 -  Glossy white overhead cupboard 

doors
 -  Light mineral laminate surface on 

kitchen worktop and living room table
 Horizontal wood grain
  Push lock on overhead cupboard  
doors
 LED backlit racks in living room
  Cab bed bottom with stitched TEP* 
design and LED lights (8065dF, 
8086dF)

  100% LED ambient lighting in living 
room, kitchen and bedroom

LIVING ROOM
  Forward-facing conversion of  
face-to-face living room bench seats
  Living room bench seat armrest
  Easy movement around the living room  
(no raised floor)
  Inbuilt unit to fit 32" flat screen TV  
with backlighting and storage  
(except 8086dF)
  Laminated table with solid wood 
moulding (NACARAT) or 3D DUO veneer 
edges (BELLAGIO)
  Spotlight base under overhead 
cupboards with inbuilt USB port  
and dimmer
  Magnetic bench seat backs  
for a faster forward-facing conversion

* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.
** Embossing on leather upholstery.

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS, EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK & STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

For the complete list of equipment, please 
refer to the technical manual available on 
our website.
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BASE VEHICLE FITTINGS
  Electric power steering
  Coach-style wing mirrors in white
  Central locking on driver’s and living area doors
  “Coming-home” mode with automatic awning light and electric entry 
step

CAB FITTINGS
  Assisted foldaway cab bed with slat base and BULTEX® foam mattress
  Central locking on cab bed
  Cup holders
  Driver’s door with electric window
  LITHIUM - SUPER B READY living-area battery wiring
  Embroidered** cab headrest covers

S E L E C T  
PAC K

FOR EVEN MORE  
FITTINGS

( O P T I O N A L  E X T R A )

   Reversing camera with night vision

  DAB ALPINE® multimedia system  
with 6.9" screen and APPLE CAR PLAY/
ANDROID AUTO functions

  ESC with Anti Slip Regulation (ASR), Roll 
Over Mitigation (ROM), Hill Holder, cross 
wind assist, towing stability control and 
automatic post-collision braking.

  Electric de-frosting wing mirrors

  Height-adjustable cab seats

  Dual-pleat thermal sliding windscreen blind: 
up/down (sunshade)  
and down/up (privacy screen) 

  Driver’s door with 2-point locking

  Living area door with 2-point locking,  
fixed window and inbuilt bin

  Living area door flyscreen

  Automatic gas inverter

 2nd remote keyless entry control (RKE)

STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

  Maximised full-width storage space, accessible from both inside and outside 
the vehicle

  Heated, lit double floor
  Heated fresh and waste water tanks
  Flat living area floor, without steps
  Greater acoustic insulation
  Thermal insulation, helping maintain a pleasant ambient temperature 
in the living area
  Storage space freed up in the living area (all the technical components are 
contained in the double floor)

  Lowered centre of gravity for optimal stability
  TITAN high resistance interior cladding for greater longevity

The 8066dF and 8096dF models feature a higher level of 
fittings reserved for the 60 EDITION special edition series.
Refer to pages 8-13 of this catalogue to find out more.
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E N J OY A N  E XC L U S I V E 
E X P E R I E N C E  W I T H  O U R 
T WO  6 0  E D I T I O N  M O D E L S

Looking for an exclusive model? 
Choose from our two 60 EDITION special edition models: 8066dF 
and 8096dF. These models give you access to an exclusive range 
of fi ttings.

YO U R  FAVO U R I T E  T V S H O W

Make yourself comfortable in your RAPIDO’s living room to watch 
your favourite TV show while enjoying the design of your new 
TV unit.
In Series 80dF (except 8086dF), the TV unit is a genuine 
designer piece. It is perfectly integrated in the living room, 
offering space for a 32" fl at screen TV, backlighting and storage.

C H A R I S M AT I C  F R O N T 

The Series 80dF models feature a modern, stylish front. Taken 
from the DISTINCTION series’ front, the grille for the Series 80dF 
models boasts a top of the range fi nish refl ecting the quality of 
RAPIDO products.
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STYLE IN THE SPOTLIGHT
The DISTINCTION series is worthy of its name. 
Its innovative technology makes it stand out from 
all other motorhomes.
This can be seen in its bodywork, which features 
a rounded exterior design. This series boasts 
flowing, aerodynamic shapes. The new rear 
panel created by our designers complements 
the streamlined grille with its high-end, dynamic 
style and quality.

DISTINCTION series features an AL-KO chassis 
and stands out from the rest with its pass-
through storage double fl oor. Inside, enjoy the 
luxury atmosphere of premium models with 
furniture made from high quality wood in modern 
styles.
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7,99 m x 2,35 m

7,54 m x 2,35 m

22i96

7,54 m x 2,35 m

i66

i190

22

2+2*
2+2

  2+1**5

119 cm

2+2*
2+2

  2+1**5
XXL

2+3*
2+2+2
  2+2**7

XXL

NEW

NEW

* Seats with seat belts: for registered (driving) seats, please refer to the technical manual available on our website.
** With option of no cab bed.

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS, EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK & STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

High
beds

ALDE
as standard

ALDE 
as option

ALDE
as standard
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XXL

2+3* 2+2+17

119 cm

2+3* 2+2+17

STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

High
beds

ALDE
as standard

ALDE
as standard
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* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.
** Embossing on leather upholstery.
*** AUSTIN style only.

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS, EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK & STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

CONSTRUCTION
  100% shock absorption polyester: roof, 
side walls and underfloor protection
  Full-cover roof
  Bodywork (roof, panels and floor):  
100% polyurethane
  Storage area in robust polyurethane
  AL-KO chassis with independent 
suspension
  30 mm Styrofoam® insulation

BODYWORK AND OPENINGS
  Rounded exterior design
  Streamlined grille
  New rear panel:

 -  Rear spoiler with inbuilt third brake 
light

 -  Designer rear pillars
 - Polyurethane taillight units
 -  Two-tone lenses, inbuilt logo  

and carbon-inspired branding
 -  New rear bumper  

with through-dyed spoiler
 -  Inbuilt wiring/space for reversing 

camera
 - Chrome RAPIDO logo
  Exclusive exterior decor
  Double glazed living area windows  
with polyurethane frame,  
non-woven blinds and flyscreen
  Living area door with 2-point locking, 
fixed window and inbuilt bin
  Large living area door: 540 mm  
(i66 and i96)
  XL living area door: 625 mm (i190)
  Electric living area entry step
  Living area entry step backlighting 
turns on when door opens
  Storage area hatch struts
  Storage area compression handles flush 
with hatch, with 2-point locking

HEATING
  ALDE Arctic Comfort Plus central 
heating (option for i96;  
standard for i66 and i190)
  ALDE heating under left cab seat  
(only available with ALDE heating)
  TRUMA Combi 6 EH (gas and electricity) 
heating with CP PLUS control panel 
(i96)
  Heating distributed via the living 
room table leg (i66 and i96 - except 
telescopic leg)
  iNet: remotely control your heating 
system
  TRUMA windscreen heating duct  
(not compatible with WEBASTO)
  Automatic gas inverter  
with anti-crash system

  Deep 171-litre fridge with flat double 
hinge door (left or right opening)
  TEC-Tower: refrigerator/oven combo  
(i190)
  Embossed stainless steel stove top  
with 2 hobs, independent black covers  
and piezo ignition (option 3 hobs)
  Inbuilt cooker hood with LED lighting
  Chromed brass kitchen tap  
with ceramic cartridge

WASHROOM
  New shower laminate pattern
  Thermoformed rectangular basin with 
brass mixer tap and ceramic cartridge
  Skylight with blackout blind and 
flyscreen, and clothes drying rack
  Chrome finish bathroom accessories
  Quick-clean thermoformed cassette 
toilet compartment

BEDROOM
  Wall-mounted wardrobes with curved 
door and push lock system  
(i96 and i190)
  Stylish bedside tables with open 
alcoves, USB ports and 12 V plugs  
(i96 and i190)
  Backlighting on overhead cupboards 
and wall-mounted wardrobes  
(i96 and i190)
  Fabric-covered backlit headboard
  Permanent bed with aluminium base 
frame and active multilayer slats, with 
highly durable BULTEX® foam mattress
  Retractable central bed base
  Electric height-adjustable (30cm) 
central bed with large storage area/
garage
  Storage drawer at the foot of central 
bed
  Second TV space in bedroom  
with 12 V/coaxial/HDMI pre-wiring

BASE VEHICLE FITTINGS
 Electric power steering
  Coach-style wing mirrors: electric, 
defrosting, dual-view (fixed wide angle 
lens)/two-tone mirrors
 LED day running lights
  Central locking on driver’s  
and living area doors
  “Coming-home” mode with automatic 
awning light and electric entry step

STORAGE
  Full-width storage double floor  
with internal and external access
  Heated, lit double floor
  Heated garage/storage area

STYLE
  BELLAGIO furniture:

 -  Kitchen/living room suspended rack 
with lacquered mouldings

 -  Dark laminate surface on kitchen 
worktop and living room table

 -  Curtains and net curtains on backlit 
rods

 NACARAT furniture:
 -  Kitchen/living room suspended rack 

with solid wood varnished mouldings
 -  Light mineral laminate surface  

on kitchen worktop and living room 
table

 -  Net curtains with TEP*  
tiebacks on illuminated curtain rods

  Glossy white overhead cupboard doors
  Push lock on overhead cupboard  
doors
  100% LED ambient lighting in living 
room, kitchen and bedroom
  Soft touch ceiling fabric

LIVING ROOM
  Forward-facing conversion  
of face-to-face living room bench seats
  Height-adjustable headrests  
(forward-facing bench seat)
  Living room bench seat armrest
  Inbuilt unit to fit 32" 
flat screen TV with backlighting  
and storage (i66 and i96)
  Laminated table with solid wood 
moulding (NACARAT) or 3D DUO veneer 
edges (BELLAGIO)
  Spotlight base under overhead 
cupboards with inbuilt USB port  
and dimmer
  Magnetic bench seat backs  
for a faster forward-facing conversion

KITCHEN
  Curvy kitchen design
  Glossy white drawer fronts  
with inbuilt matte black handles
  Soft-closing drawers with electric 
central locking
  Lighting under the worktop
  Glossy white Plexiglas finish on kitchen 
window with inbuilt spice rack and 230 V 
and 12 V power outlet compartment
  Worktop extension on kitchen unit side 
(i66 and i96)
  Removable serving hatch shelf between 
kitchen and living room (i190)

For the complete list of equipment, please 
refer to the technical manual available on 
our website.
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FOR EVEN MORE 
FITTINGS

( O P T I O N A L  E X T R A )

   Reversing camera with night vision

   DAB ALPINE® multimedia system 
with 6.9" screen and APPLE CAR PLAY/
ANDROID AUTO functions

   Driver’s door with 2-point locking

   Memory foam mattress topper 
on permanent bed

   Leather steering wheel and gear knob

   ALPINE® radio controls on steering wheel

   Radio remote control (on/off, 
volume and stations) in living area

   Electric dual-pleat thermal sliding 
windscreen blind: up/down (sunshade) 
and down/up (privacy screen)

   ESC with Anti Slip Regulation (ASR), Roll 
Over Mitigation (ROM), Hill Holder, cross 
wind assist, towing stability control and 
automatic post-collision braking.

   Fog lights

   Stabilising jacks

   2nd remote keyless entry control (RKE)

E X E C U T IVE 
PAC K

CAB FITTINGS
  100% digital dashboard
AGUTI swivel cab seats in fabric matching the living area
  Assisted foldaway cab bed with slat base and BULTEX® foam mattress 
(electric jack on i190)
  Central locking on cab bed (not compatible with electric jack)
  New fabric fi nish on cab bed bottom and inbuilt spotlights 
with “Coming Home” mode
Cab bed style incorporated with the furniture range
  Dashboard fi nish with white stitching on leather-style yokes
Driver’s door with sequential electric windows
Embroidered** cab headrest covers***

LIVING AREA FITTINGS
LITHIUM - SUPER B READY battery wiring/space
Living area door fl yscreen
External shower with hot and cold water
Waste water drainage with electric valve control in the storage area
   IBS: display showing the remaining battery time (i190)

The i66 and i96 models feature a higher level of fi ttings 
reserved for the 60 EDITION special edition series.
Refer to pages 8-13 of this catalogue to fi nd out more.

STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR
  Maximised full-width storage space, accessible from both 
inside and outside the vehicle
  Heated, lit double fl oor
  Heated fresh and waste water tanks
  Flat living area fl oor, without steps
  Greater acoustic insulation
  Thermal insulation, helping maintain a pleasant ambient temperature 
in the living area
  Storage space freed up in the living area (all the technical components are 
contained in the double fl oor)
  Lowered centre of gravity for optimal stability
  TITAN high resistance interior cladding for greater longevity

DUAL-PLEAT THERMAL SLIDING WINDSCREEN BLIND
EXECUTIVE PACK

Up/down (sunshade) Down/up (privacy screen)
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A K I TC H E N 
WO R T H Y O F  T H E  B E S T

The on-trend kitchen in our DISTINCTION series models 
features a curvy design with fl owing lines.
Electric central locking makes it much easier to manage the 
drawers. Enjoy the bonus TEC-Tower (fridge/oven combo column) 
in the i190.

U N I Q U E  S T Y L E

The BELLAGIO and NACARAT styles are available in the 
DISTINCTION series.
Whichever style you choose, you will enjoy designer, modern 
furniture with glossy white overhead cupboard doors and hanging 
racks.

E XC L U S I V E  E X T E R I O R 
L O O K

DISTINCTION Series models now feature a brand new rear panel. 
The clever combination of materials, shapes and colours are sure 
to make an impression.
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* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.
** Operates on 230V only.
*** Embossing on leather upholstery.
**** AUSTIN style only.

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS, EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK & STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

CONSTRUCTION
  XL ceiling height: 2.08m in the living 
room and 1.98m in the bedroom
  Full XHP insulation of chassis parts  
in the double floor
  100% shock absorption polyester:  
roof, side walls and underfloor 
protection
  Full-cover roof
  Bodywork (roof, panels and floor):  
100% polyurethane
  Storage area in robust polyurethane
  Rear wheel tag axle AL-KO chassis  
with independent suspension
  30 mm Styrofoam® insulation

BODYWORK AND OPENINGS
 Moulded rear panel
 Aluminium side skirt line
  XL gas cylinder box door:  
easy access to cylinders
 Rounded exterior design
 Streamlined grille
  Exclusive carbon-inspired exterior 
decor
  Double glazed living area windows  
with polyurethane frame, non-woven 
blinds and flyscreen
  Living area door with 2-point locking,  
fixed window and inbuilt bin
 XL living area door: 625 mm
 Electric living area entry step
 Storage area hatch struts
  Storage area compression handles flush 
with hatch, with 2-point locking

HEATING
  ALDE Arctic Comfort Plus  
central heating
  ALDE heating under cab seats
  Large capacity ALDE expansion tank
  Fresh and waste water tanks built into 
the heated double floor
  Automatic gas inverter  
with anti-crash system

KITCHEN
  Kitchen window cladding  
with inbuilt backlit storage
  Stylish kitchen worktop finish with 
backlighting and inbuilt drainer
  2-hob glass stove top with piezzo 
ignition and 1 induction hob (1400W)**

  Inbuilt cooker hood with LED lighting
  Removable serving hatch shelf  
between the kitchen and living room
  Brass kitchen tap with ceramic 
cartridge and spray nozzle
  Electric central locking drawers
  Sliding wire basket and towel rail
  Nespresso® KRUPS INISSIA** coffee 
maker space

  TEC-Tower: refrigerator/oven  
combo
  Deep 171-litre fridge  
with flat double hinge door  
(left or right opening)

WASHROOM
  New shower laminate pattern
  Towel rail with rear convectors
  XL shower cubicle with double glass 
door
  Teak-style shower duckboard
  Skylight with blackout blind and 
flyscreen
  Thermoformed rectangular basin  
with wall-mounted brass mixer tap  
and ceramic cartridge

BEDROOM
  Wall-mounted wardrobes with curved 
door and push lock system (i1090)
  Stylish bedside tables with open 
alcoves, USB ports and 12 V plugs 
(i1090)
  Backlighting on overhead cupboards 
and wall-mounted wardrobes (i1090)
  Fabric-covered backlit headboard
  Electrically-adjustable reclining 
headboard on permanent bed
  Permanent bed with aluminium base 
frame and individual bed suspension 
pads
  Electric height-adjustable (30 cm) 
central bed with large storage area/
garage
  Storage drawer at the foot  
of central bed
  Bedroom skylight with backlit TEP* 
finish

  24" TV unit with HDMI wiring

STORAGE
  XL full-width storage double floor  
with internal and external access
  Heated, lit double floor
  Heated garage/storage area
  External sliding drawer built  
into the storage double floor
  Hinged internal  
storage trapdoors
  Shoe storage in living area step trapdoor
  Large wardrobe with extra drawer 
(i1066)
  Extra bedroom wardrobe (i1090)

STYLE 
  BELLAGIO furniture:

 -  Kitchen/living room suspended rack 
with lacquered mouldings

 -  Curtains and net curtains on backlit 
rods

  NACARAT furniture:
 -  Kitchen/living room suspended rack 

with solid wood varnished mouldings
 -  Net curtains with TEP* 

tiebacks on illuminated curtain rods
  Glossy white overhead cupboard doors
  Push lock on overhead cupboard doors
  Cab bed bottom with stitched TEP* 
design and LED lights

  100% LED ambient lighting in living 
room, kitchen and bedroom
  Living room and bedroom indirect 
lighting dimmer
  Soft touch ceiling fabric

LIVING ROOM
  Light mineral laminate table with solid 
wood moulding (NACARAT) or 3D DUO 
veneer edges (BELLAGIO)
  Height-adjustable headrests
  Living room bench seat armrest
  Living room skylight with backlit TEP* 
finish

  Spotlight base under overhead 
cupboards with inbuilt USB port  
and dimmer
  Magnetic bench seat backs  
for a faster forward-facing conversion
  Electric TV unit built into  
right side bench seat
  Heated cloakroom with rail for coats
  Heated shoe cupboardEXTERNAL SLIDING STORAGE  

DRAWER

For the complete list of equipment, please 
refer to the technical manual available on 
our website.
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FOR EVEN MORE  
FITTINGS

( O P T I O N A L  E X T R A )

   Dual-view reversing camera with night 
vision

   ALPINE DAB® multimedia system  
with 6.9" screen and APPLE CAR PLAY/
ANDROID AUTO functions

   Driver’s door with 2-point locking

   Memory foam mattress topper  
on permanent bed

   Leather steering wheel and gear knob

   ALPINE® radio controls on steering wheel

   Radio remote controls (on/off, volume  
and stations) in living area

   Electric dual-pleat thermal sliding 
windscreen blind: up/down (sunshade) 
and down/up (privacy screen)

   ESC with Anti Slip Regulation (ASR), Roll 
Over Mitigation (ROM), Hill Holder, cross 
wind assist, towing stability control and 
automatic post-collision braking.

   Fog lights

   Special heavy vehicle stabilising jacks

   2nd remote keyless entry control (RKE)

E X E C U T IVE  
PAC K

BASE VEHICLE FITTINGS
  Electric power steering
  Coach-style wing mirrors: electric, defrosting,  
dual-view (fixed wide angle lens)/two-tone mirrors
  LED day running lights
  Central locking on driver’s and living area doors
  “Coming-home” mode with automatic  
awning light and electric entry step
  16" light alloy FIAT rims

CAB FITTINGS
  100% digital dashboard
  AGUTI swivel cab seats in fabric matching the living area
  Embroidered*** cab headrest covers****

  Electric assisted foldaway XL cab bed with slat base and BULTEX® foam 
mattress
  Dashboard finish with white stitching on leather-style yokes
  Cup holders
  Driver’s door with sequential electric window
  Double-glazed side windows in cab (except driver’s door)

LIVING AREA FITTINGS
 Living area door flyscreen
 External shower with hot and cold water
  Fresh and waste water drainage with electric valve controlled from the 
service area
 90Ah - SUPER B EPSILON LITHIUM living-area battery
 IBS: display showing the remaining battery time

FULLY MOULDED REAR PANEL

With inbuilt tail light unit.
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i1090

i1090

U N R I VA L L E D  
Q UA L I T Y  
O F  F I T T I N G S

The i1066 and i1090 models concentrate the best of RAPIDO’s 
expertise. A ton of fittings introduced just for these two models 
provide you with the best travel conditions possible: XL storage 
double floor, in-built electric TV unit, coffee maker space and 
more.

R O B U S T  
C O N S T R U C T I O N

The i1066 and i1090 both sit on a tag axle FIAT AL-KO chassis. 
They boast a unique design that gives them exclusive attributes:  
XL ceiling height, ALDE heating under cab seats, full XHP 
insulation of chassis parts in the double floor, and more.
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Inspired by our most stunning models, the new 
M Series signals the return of the MERCEDES 
SPRINTER for RAPIDO. Featuring two layout 
options (XXL central bed or twin beds), it will 
win your heart with its  premium fi ttings and 

instantly recognisable style. M Series boasts 
a  distinctive  streamlined  front, exclusive 
interior style and car-inspired dashboard. When 
you choose an M Series, you are guaranteed to 
travel under a lucky star.

A P E R F E C T B L E N D

O F  I N N OVAT I O N
A N D  C H A R M
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7,54 m x 2,35 m

M96

7,54 m x 2,35 m

M66

2+2*
2+2

  2+1**5

119 cm

2+2*
2+2

  2+1**5
XXL

* Seats with seat belts: for registered (driving) seats, please refer to the technical manual available on our website.
** With option of no cab bed.

A-CLASS MODELS WITH MERCEDES AL-KO CHASSIS, EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK & STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

High
beds

ALDE 
as option

ALDE 
as option

STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR
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By choosing an M Series model, you are guaranteed the best in technology and an exceptional chassis, 
delivering an unrivalled driving experience.

MERCEDES MBUX 10.25"* 
DAB MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM

The MBUX multimedia system with its 10.25" touch screen 
has everything you need in terms of information, entertainment, 
navigation and communication in your vehicle. 
The screen also displays the reversing camera image.

AUTOMATIC GEARBOX 
9G TRONIC (OPTION)

The nine gears let you drive at low RPM, reducing fuel consumption 
and resulting in a more pleasant noise level. The beautifully designed 
gear changes are almost imperceptible.

HEIGHT- AND ANGLE-ADJUSTABLE
MULTI-FUNCTION STEERING WHEEL*

The multi-function steering wheel lets you comfortably control 
the onboard computer, vehicle functions and multimedia systems 
without taking your hands off the wheel.

KEYLESS START* 
OPERATION

The KEYLESS START authorisation system lets you 
start your engine without using a key, simply by pressing the start 
button and the clutch or brake pedal. 
This also manages the Stop & Start function.

DRIVING ASSISTANCE

Your M Series RAPIDO features the best in technology 
to ensure you enjoy the best driving experience possible:
  Electric parking brake*

  ABS (anti-lock brake system), ASR (traction control), 
EBV (electronic braking variator) and ESP (electronic stability 
programme)
   Hill start assistance
  TEMPOMAT cruise control with speed limiter
  Automatic headlights*

  Stability system in the event of cross winds*

  Automatic tyre pressure monitoring (option)

* M Pack

S T E P  I N T O 
T H E  M  S E R I E S  W O R L D
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S TA N DA R D  F I T T I N G S

CONSTRUCTION
  100% shock absorption polyester: roof, 
side walls and underfl oor protection

  Floor bodywork in polyurethane 
  Storage area in robust polyurethane
  AL-KO chassis with independent 
suspension
  Styrofoam® insulation

BODYWORK AND OPENINGS
  Streamlined front with LED 
day running lights

  Exclusive exterior decor
  Exclusive rear panel
  Designer rear pillars with inbuilt tail 
light unit

  Double glazed living area windows 
with polyurethane frame, 
non-woven blinds and fl yscreen

  Electric living area entry step
  Living area entry step backlighting 
turns on when door opens

  Living area door with 2-point locking, 
fi xed window and inbuilt bin

  Large living area door: 540 mm
  Storage area hatch struts
  Storage area compression handles fl ush 
with hatch, with 2-point locking

HEATING
  ALDE Arctic Comfort Plus heating 
as option
  TRUMA Combi 6 heating with CP PLUS 
control panel
  Heating distributed via the living room 
table leg (except telescopic leg) 
(if ALDE)

  iNet: remotely control your heating 
system

  Additional MERCEDES heating 
(if ALDE)
  TRUMA windscreen heating duct 
to remove condensation 
(not compatible with WEBASTO)
  Automatic gas inverter 
with anti-crash system

STORAGE
  Full-width storage double fl oor 
with internal and external access

  Heated, lit double fl oor
  Heated garage/storage area

KITCHEN
  Curvy kitchen design
  Glossy white drawer fronts 
with inbuilt matte black handles
  Soft-closing drawers with electric 
central locking
  Lighting under the worktop
  Glossy white Plexiglas fi nish on kitchen 
window with inbuilt spice rack 
and 230 V and 12 V power outlet 
compartment
  Worktop extension on kitchen unit side 
  Deep 171-litre fridge 
with fl at double hinge door 
(left or right opening)
  Embossed stainless steel stove top 
with 2 hobs, independent black covers 
and piezo ignition (option 3 hobs)
  Chromed brass kitchen tap 
with ceramic cartridge

WASHROOM
  New shower laminate pattern
  Thermoformed rectangular basin with 
brass mixer tap and ceramic cartridge
  Shower column with slate grey Plexiglas 
fi nish and customisable backlighting
  Skylight with blackout blind and 
fl yscreen, and clothes drying rack
  Chrome fi nish bathroom accessories
  Quick-clean thermoformed cassette 
toilet compartment

BEDROOM
  Wall-mounted wardrobes with curved 
door and push lock system (M96)
  Stylish bedside tables with open 
alcoves, USB ports and 12 V plugs (M96)
  Backlighting on overhead cupboards 
and wall-mounted wardrobes (M96)
 Fabric-covered backlit headboard
  Permanent bed with aluminium base 
frame and active multilayer slats, 
with highly durable BULTEX®

foam mattress
 Retractable central bed base
  Electric height-adjustable (30 cm) 
central bed with large storage area/
garage
  XXL permanent bed: 160 x 198 cm (M96)
  Storage drawer at the foot of central 
bed
  Second TV space in bedroom 
with 12V/coaxial/HDMI pre-wiring
  Bedroom skylight with backlit TEP*

fi nish

STYLE
 Exclusive DUNA furniture:

 - Bright and modern colours
 -  Dark laminate on kitchen worktop 

and light mineral laminate on living 
room table

 - Curtains and net curtains
 NACARAT furniture:

 - Contrasting, warm colours
 -  Light mineral laminate surface 

on kitchen worktop and living room 
table

 -  Net curtains with TEP*

tiebacks on illuminated curtain rods
  Glossy white overhead cupboard doors
  Push lock on overhead cupboard 
doors
  Cab bed bottom with stitched TEP*

design and LED lights
  100% LED ambient lighting in living 
room, kitchen and bedroom
  Living room and bedroom indirect 
lighting dimmer

LIVING ROOM
  Forward-facing conversion 
of face-to-face living room bench seats
  Living room bench seat armrest
  Living room skylight with backlit TEP*

fi nish
  Easy movement around the living room 
(no raised fl oor)
  Inbuilt unit to fi t 32" fl at screen TV 
with backlighting and storage
  Laminated table with solid wood 
moulding (NACARAT) or 3D DUO veneer 
edges (DUNA)
  Spotlight base under overhead 
cupboards with inbuilt USB port 
and dimmer
  Magnetic bench seat backs 
for a faster forward-facing conversion

* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.
** Embossing on leather upholstery.
*** AUSTIN style only.

A-CLASS MODELS WITH MERCEDES AL-KO CHASSIS, EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK & STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

STREAMLINED FRONT
With LED day running lights and sporty grille.

For the complete list of equipment, please 
refer to the technical manual available on 
our website.
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BASE VEHICLE FITTINGS
  ESP: electronic stability programme
  MERCEDES engine compartment insulation and cladding  
under engine
  Stop & Start
  Hill start assistance
  TEMPOMAT cruise control with speed limiter
  Coach-style wing mirrors: electric, defrosting,  
dual-view (fixed wide angle lens)/two-tone mirrors
  Central locking on driver’s and living area doors
  “Coming-home” mode with automatic  
awning light and electric entry step

CAB FITTINGS
  AGUTI swivel cab seats in fabric matching the living area
  Assisted foldaway cab bed with slat base and BULTEX® foam mattress
  Central locking on cab bed
  Driver’s door with electric window
  Chrome-ringed instruments
  Embroidered** cab headrest covers***

LIVING AREA FITTINGS
  LITHIUM - SUPER B READY living-area battery wiring
  Living area door flyscreen

M  PAC K

FOR EVEN MORE  
FITTINGS

( O P T I O N A L  E X T R A )

   MERCEDES MBUX 10.25" multimedia 
system with GPS navigation  
and DAB technology

   Height- and angle-adjustable  
multi-function steering wheel

   Reversing camera with control screen built 
into the dashboard

   Semi-automatic TEMPMATIC  
cab air conditioning

   Leather steering wheel and gear knob 
(only leather steering wheel for automatic 
gearboxes)

   Fold-down lids on central and side coin trays

   Electric parking brake

   Fog lights

   Automatic headlights

   Stability system in the event of cross winds

   Keyless start

   Fuel filter and water separator

   Driver’s door with 2-point locking

   Stylish extractor hood with touch control 
façade

   Dual-pleat thermal sliding windscreen blind: 
up/down (sunshade)  
and down/up (privacy screen)

DUAL-PLEAT THERMAL SLIDING  
WINDSCREEN BLIND
M PACK

Up/down (sunshade)

Down/up (privacy screen)
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E XC L U S I V E 
M  S E R I E S  S T Y L E

The M Series has the privilege of being the only RAPIDO series 
to feature its own style: DUNA. This style is decidedly modern, 
with horizontal wood grain and contrasting material interplays 
creating an elegant atmosphere. Special TEP* upholstery has 
also been designed for the M Series: TORONTO.

O U T S TA N D I N G 
D E S I G N

From outside, the M Series models will charm you with their 
automotive look. Their front completely embodies the perfect 
blend of MERCEDES luxury and RAPIDO expertise. Their rear is 
also unique and features designer pillars.

C H O I C E  O F 
T WO  S T Y L E S

Choose between two styles: bright DUNA or welcoming NACARAT. 
Both styles feature glossy white overhead cupboard doors with 
crisp, airy lines.

* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.
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A L L  YO U  N E E D

FOR THE PERFECT  TRIP
The standard fi ttings provided in RAPIDO vehicles 
are remarkably extensive. The level offered is without 
doubt the best available on the market in each class.

We know that customer satisfaction starts with 
vehicle build quality. That is why we constantly 
train our teams in RAPIDO quality standards.
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W W W . R A P I D O . F R

RAPIDO’S DEALERS HAVE BEEN 
RIGOROUSLY SELECTED FOR THEIR 
QUALITY OF SERVICE.

U P DAT E D  L I S T  O F  D E A L E R S 
AVA I L A B L E  AT

A N E T W O R K 
O F 
1 5 7  D E A L E R S
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  C, 6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION

  C, 6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION

  M   M

  C, 6F

  C, 6F

  C, 6F

   80dF, DISTINCTION
   C, 6F, 8F

                                 

BASE VEHICLE 
BATTERY ISOLATOR SWITCH

The battery isolator switch is accessed from 
the driver’s seat and enables you to easily 
disconnect the base vehicle battery when your 
vehicle is inactive for a long period of time.

ESC

Includes Anti Slip Regulation (ASR), Roll Over 
Mitigation (ROM), Hill Holder, cross wind assist, 
towing stability control and automatic post-
collision braking.

TRACTION+ 
WITH HILL DESCENT CONTROL

On mud, snow, sand and grass, Traction+ 
removes drive from the sliding wheel and 
redistributes it to one with better grip. 
Hill Descent Control helps maintain the desired 
speed while descending without having to 
constantly use the brake. 

SAFETY 
PACK

The SAFETY PACK protects you on the road 
and includes:

EASY DRIVING PACK

This pack provides great driving support and 
includes a smart adaptive cruise control with:

ADVANCE SAFETY PACK

This pack includes everything from the Safety 
and Easy Driving packs.

ANTI SLIP REGULATION (ASR) TRACTION+

HILL DESCENT CONTROL

HILL-START ASSISTANCE 
(HILL HOLDER)

ROLL OVER MITIGATION (ROM)

AUTOMATIC 9-SPEED 
GEARBOX

Fully automatic transmission for better torque 
use and greater driving comfort with its 
9 speeds.

DISTRONIC ACTIVE 
DISTANCE ASSIST

The DISTRONIC active distance assist supports 
you by automatically regulating the distance 
to the vehicle in front.

BAS E  VE H I C L E 
&  SA F E T Y

Emergency braking system 
with pedestrian, cyclist and 
vehicle camera detection

Lane Departure Warning System (LDWS) 

Smart headlights

Road sign recognition system

Road sign recognition 

Driver drowsiness detection

Rain and light sensor

  C, 6F, 8F, 80dF 
and DISTINCTION 
(requires 16" rims)

Standard Option Pack
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  C, 6F
   

  C, 6F

 M

  C, 6F

  C, 656F, 665F, 686F, 8F   

  

  M   M   666F, 696F, 8066dF, 8096dF, i66, i96
   C, 656F, 665F, 686F, 8F, 8065dF, 

8086dF

  C, 6F   DISTINCTION
  C, 6F, 8F, 80dF

KEYLESS START 
AND LOCK/UNLOCK

This feature lets you access the 
vehicle, lock it and start it without 
needing to handle the key.

FOG LIGHTS WITH 
DIRECTIONAL LIGHTING

Automatically turn on when you 
turn the steering wheel or indicate.

100% LED FRONT LIGHTS WITH 
SEQUENTIAL INDICATORS

30% greater performance than 
halogen bulbs. Offers sequential 
indicator mode.

100% 
DIGITAL DASHBOARD

Large 7" colour screen for a more 
modern look and better access 
to your vehicle’s information.

MACADAM PACK*

 Electric parking brake
  DAB ALPINE® multimedia navigation 
system with large 9" touch screen, 
TomTom® GPS and APPLE CAR 
PLAY/ANDROID AUTO functions

 100% digital dashboard
  Keyless start and lock/unlock 
(except 8F)

CONNECT PACK**

 Macadam Pack
  Leather steering wheel 
and gear knob

 Radio controls on steering wheel
 Automatic cab air-conditioning
 Induction smartphone charger

ALL BLACK PACK

  100% LED front lights 
with sequential indicators

  16" light alloy FIAT rims 
(+4.5 cm vehicle height) 
(standard on 666F and 696F)

  Fog lights with directional lighting
  Black skid plate

RIMS**

The following alloy rims are available to customise the style of your vehicle’s exterior: 
1  Light alloy 15" FIAT rims for light models (3.5T or 3.65T)
2   16" light alloy FIAT rims for LIGHT models (manual gearbox in 3.5 T or 3.65 T): +4.5 cm vehicle height
3  16" light alloy FIAT rims for HEAVY models (4.4 T, 4.5 T or 5 T)
4   16" light alloy MERCEDES rims for LIGHT models (3.5 T)
5    17" light alloy MERCEDES rims for HEAVY models (4.2 T or 4.5 T)

If HEAVY: 666F, 696F, 8066dF, 8096dF, 
i66, i96, i190, 
i1066 and i1090
665F, 686F, 8F (except 854F, 855F), 
8065dF, 8086dF* Available from early 2022.

** Models may change during the collection.

  
        M (keyless start only)

        C, 6F (except 665F) and 8F         C, 6F (except 665F) and 8FC, 6F (except 665F) and 8F

1 3 4 52

ELECTRIC PARKING BRAKE

Makes it easier to drive your vehicle 
by replacing the traditional lever 
with a button on the dashboard.

** Not available for right hand drive.
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  i190, i1066, i1090

  C, 6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION, M

  C, 6F   8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION, M

  C, 6F, 8F, 80dF, M
  DISTINCTION

                                 

IBS (INTELLIGENT BATTERY SYSTEM)

Shows you the remaining living-area battery time based on your 
current energy usage.

INTERNAL CARPET

Light carpet for more brightness.

Dual-pleat thermal windscreen and cab window roller blinds. Dual-pleat thermal windscreen sliding blinds: 
high/low (sunshade) and low/high (privacy screen).

CAB BLINDS

WITHOUT CAB BED

With telescopic living room table leg for bed position.

MEMORY FOAM MATTRESS TOPPER

Memory foam mattress topper for style, protection 
and comfort. Moulds effectively to your body when you sleep.

L I F E  O N  B OA R D ,
H E AT I N G ,  AU D I O  A N D  VI D E O

Electric: DISTINCTION

8F (except 854F), 80dF, DISTINCTION (except i1066 and i1090) and M

Standard Option Pack
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  C, 6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION, M

  C, 6F, 8F 
  8065dF, 8066dF, 8096dF, DISTINCTION, M 

  C, 6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION

  665F, 8065dF, 8066dF, 8096dF, DISTINCTION, M

  C, 6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION, M

  8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION, M

INSULATING COLD-WEATHER CAB CLADDING

This external thermal protection ensures maximum protection both in 
summer and winter. It combats heat transfer in the vehicle as well as the 
formation of condensation on the windscreen.

UNDERFLOOR HEATING

Provides soft warmth underfoot and a feeling of luxurious comfort.
 Electric composite fi lm integrated in the fl oor. Uses 230 V power supply.
 Water-heated fl oor connected to the ALDE heating system.

DAB ALPINE® TOMTOM® MULTIMEDIA NAVIGATION 
SYSTEM WITH LARGE 9" TOUCH SCREEN

Displays specially-designed itineraries to cater to the height, 
weight, length and width of your vehicle. Features APPLE CAR PLAY/
ANDROID AUTO functions.

ALDE HEATED CAB CARPET*

Complete the vehicle’s ALDE system with a heated cab carpet (ALDE heating 
required). An innovative system enabling the ALDE system to be connected 
to the cab carpet. Heat is distributed evenly, so no more cold spots!

WEBASTO CAB HEATING

Air heated by vehicle’s own fuel (diesel). Its low consumption is 
particularly useful for long periods of heating with the engine off (at 
night and during long breaks) and its heat emission from the moment 
the heating is switched on quickly increases the temperature. This is an 
optional extra with TRUMA and ALDE heating.

* Available only on factory order.

* Not available for right hand drive.

SYMPHONY 
AUDIO PACK*

This pack consists of:
 1 subwoofer
 2 speakers in the living room
 2 speakers in the bedroom

The sound is harmoniously distributed throughout 
the living spaces, providing excellent sound quality.
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C H O O S E  YO U R  S T YL E ,
C U S TO M I S E  YO U R  R A P I D O !

CUSTOMISE YOUR RAPIDO BY CHOOSING FROM OUR RANGE OF FURNITURE 
AND UPHOLSTERY STYLES. COMBINE THEM TO CREATE A RAPIDO THAT SUITS YOU!

B E L L AG I O

D U N A

F U R N I T U R E

P E R F E C T  H A R M O NY

N AC A R AT

N AC A R AT

* No rack in C Series.
** Different fi nish in 60 EDITION models (NACARAT).
*** Glossy overhead cupboard doors available as an option.

* i1066 and i1090: LIGHT MINERAL.

DARK

DARK

DARKLIGHT MINERAL

LIGHT MINERAL LIGHT MINERAL

B E L L AG I O D U N AN AC A R AT

LAMINATE FINISH 
ON

LIVING ROOM 
TABLE

LAMINATE FINISH 
ON KITCHEN 

WORKTOP

DISTINCTION**

C*, 6F, 
8F, 80dF**

M
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SERIE 
C

SERIE 
6F

SERIE 
8F**

SERIE 
80dF

SERIE 
DISTINCTION

SERIE 
M

Bonifacio -

Montréal

Milan

Toronto - - - - -

60 Edition -  666F, 696F -  8066dF, 8096dF  i66, i96 -

Austin

* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.
** 854F: BONIFACIO or MILAN only (rear living room: plain colour).

FA B R I C  U P H O L S T E R Y

T E P * U P H O L S T E R Y

L E AT H E R  U P H O L S T E R Y

 Available as standard  Available at additional cost - Not available

CUSHIONS TO MATCH 
YOUR FABRIC STYLE

A set of three cushions with 
individual patterns are great 
additions to your upholstery. 
They beautifully match 
your upholstery and enhance 
your interior.

U P H O L S T E RY
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20
22

60 YEARS OF FRENCH CHARM & EXPERTISE

LIVE,  TRAVEL
AND RECONNECT
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In addition to the contractual 2-year warranty for your vehicle and the manufacturers’ warranties on original accessories installed during assembly, you enjoy a 5-year warranty on furniture frames and watertightness 
when you have your vehicle moisture-checked annually during the 4 years after it is fi rst registered. The warranties covering all accessories installed at the dealership are provided by the original manufacturers under 
their terms and conditions, through the dealer. The chassis warranty is provided by the chassis manufacturer.
Cost of transport is borne by the customer. Motorhomes, campervans and vans are designed for leisure use. Under no circumstances are they intended to be used as a permanent home.
Some models presented in this catalogue may be shown with optional equipment. Non-contractual photos: stylistic elements, décor and accessories not included. Since part of RAPIDO production is intended for export, 
the characteristics of the models may vary from one country to another; for an exact defi nition of the models marketed, we request you to consult your dealer. RAPIDO reserves the right to make modifi cations to its models 
without notice. Despite the care taken in the production of this catalogue, it cannot be taken as a contractual document. Your dealer will be happy to give you any further information you may require.

414 RUE DES PERROUINS - CS 20019 - 53101 MAYENNE CEDEX - FRANCE - TEL. : +33 2 43 30 10 70 - FAX : +33 2 43 30 10 71

W I T H  R A P I D O  M A K E  S U R E 
YO U  W O N ’ T  M I S S  A T H I N G
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22*  See details per model in the technical guide. All mentioned options are included in the vehicle price 

for Right Hand Drive models. The weight of these options is detailled in the technical specifications, 
and not included in the GVW – it therefore must be deducted from the payload.

Especially for our customers in UK, Ireland and New Zealand we have created 
the most comprehensive equipment level ever, and combined it all into a new 
“Right Hand Drive special” pack*. 
It contains options improving your driving safety, as well as a great number 
of elements enhancing design and everyday comfort – we want to make sure 
that you really feel at home in your RAPIDO!

RAPIDO motorhomes of the 2022 collection based on RHD chassis 
come with particularly complete equipment, including (depending 
on the model)*:

S A F E T Y

 Traction+ with Hill Descent Control (FIAT)
 Fog lights
 Radio control on steering wheel
  Outside rear mirrors with double view (wide angle) (A-CLASS)

C O M F O R T

 Leather steering wheel and gear knob
 Carpet kit (cab and living area)
 Oven
 Truma Combi 6EH with CP PLUS (except ALDE)
 Folding table
 3 burner kitchen hob (except i10, C-Series)
 2nd living area battery
 Heated waste water tank
 Outside shower warm/cold water
 Rear steadies
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